Introduction 1
Why. do.languages.have.such.odd.and.complicated.things.as.negative.and. positive. polarity. items?. Surely,. life. would. be. much. easier. without. them,. and.to.be.entirely.frank,.I.have.not.yet.encountered.a.single.such.item.that. I.could.not.do.without,.if.forced.to..They.appear.to.be.part.of.the.stylistic. icing.on.the.linguistic.cake,.adding.color.to.texts.and.speech,.making.our. daily.conversations.not.only.more.complex.than.they.need.to.be,.but.perhaps . also. a. bit. more. fun.. The. idea. that. polarity. items. are. primarily. rhetorical. devices.has.been.put.forward.by.a.number.of.people,.starting.with.Bolinger. (e.g..1972 ),.and.culminating.in.the.work.of.Michael.Israel,.who.has.pursued. this.idea.with.great.vigor.in.a.long.series.of.publications.(Israel.1996 ..Other.work,.with.a.somewhat.different.slant,.such . as. Kadmon.and.Landman's.(1993) . study.of.any,.also.suggests.that.negative. polarity.items.are.primarily.intended.to.add.rhetorical.spice.to.a.statement. ('strengthening'). . . Much.of.the.work.on.polarity.items.has.circled.around.issues.of.licensing,. or.triggering.as.it.is.often.termed..Negative.polarity.items.are.licensed.in. certain. environments,. such. as. the. scope. of. negation,. and. ungrammatical. elsewhere,.whereas.positive.polarity.items.are.unwelcome.("anti-licensed". or."anti-triggered") .in.the. scope.of.(at.least) . direct.negation.(cf..Horn.1989 ,. van.der.Wouden.1994 ,.Zwarts.1998 ,.Hoeksema.2000 ,.Szabolcsi.2004 ) .. Rather. less. attention. has. been. paid. to. matters. of. lexical. semantics. (what. types.of.expressions,.with.what.kind.of.lexical.semantics,.tend.to.become. negative.or.positive.polarity.items).and.even.less.to.numerous.collocation. effects. that. appear. to. interfere. with. the. licensing. of. polarity. items. (but. see. van.der.Wouden.1994 van.der.Wouden. ,.1997 ,. Sailer.and.Richer.2002) ..My.goal,.in.this. chapter,.is.to.argue.that.lexical.semantics.and.collocation.effects.should.not. be.ignored,.as.they.often.reveal.crucial.information.about.the.expressions. involved..In.particular,.I.want.to.make.a.case.for .the.following.claim:. The. distribution.of.negative.polarity.items.results.from.the.interplay.of.lexical. meaning.with.global.conditions.on.the.proper.use.of.these.items..In.addition,. I.want.to.argue.that.some.properties.of.positive.and.negative.polarity.items. are.best.understood.from.the.perspective.of.expression,.that Kadmon. and. Landman's.(1993) . hugely.influential.analysis.of.any,.without.any.doubt.the. world's.best-known,.and.most.intensively.studied.polarity.item..According. to.this.analysis Kadmon.and.Landman.view.any.as.a.domain.widener..A.combination. such. as. any The.global.requirement.on.the.proper.use.of.any.is.strengthening:.widening.the.domain,.say.the.set.of.relevant.items.counting.as.potatoes,.should. lead. to. a. stronger. statement.. Normally,. widening. leads. to. weakening,. in but.not.vice.versa..Widening.the.predicate.cat.to.the.predicate. animal. makes. a. statement. more. informative. only. in. so-called. entailmentreversing.or.downward.monotone.environments,.such.as.the.restriction.of.a. universal.quantifier,.the.scope.of.negation,.the.complement.of.without,.etc.. (cf..Fauconnier.1978 ,. Ladusaw.1979 ,.Zwarts.1981 Kadmon.and.Landman.account.here.. Especially. for. weakly. stressed. occurrences. of. any,. the. account. does. not. seem.all.that.plausible.(cf..Krifka.1995 ),.but.perhaps.it.can.be.maintained. for.stressed.any..Stressed.and.unstressed.occurrences.of.any.have.different. distributions.anyway.(cf..Sahlin.1979 .for.a.corpus.study) ..For.the.purposes. of. this. chapter,. the. interesting. thing. about . the. Kadmon. and. Landman. approach. is. the. way. it. combines. lexical. semantics. (widening) . with. global. properties.(strengthening) . to.derive.the.distributional.properties.of.any. . A. rather. similar. approach. could. be. taken. for. another. type. of. polarity. item,.the.very.weak.type.identified.in.Giannakidou.(1997 to.derive.the.distributional.properties.of.any. . A. rather. similar. approach. could. be. taken. for. another. type. of. polarity. item,.the.very.weak.type.identified.in.Giannakidou.( ,.1998 to.derive.the.distributional.properties.of.any. . A. rather. similar. approach. could. be. taken. for. another. type. of. polarity. item,.the.very.weak.type.identified.in.Giannakidou.( ,.1999 to.derive.the.distributional.properties.of.any. . A. rather. similar. approach. could. be. taken. for. another. type. of. polarity. item,.the.very.weak.type.identified.in.Giannakidou.( ,.2008 ),. exemplified.by. Modern.Greek.kanenas.(among.others)..This.type.of.item. is.acceptable.not.only.in.negative.contexts,.but.also.in.disjunctions,.in.the. scope.of.modal.and.other.intensional.verbs,.in.subjunctive.clauses,.in does.not.entail.it rains,.and.so. perhaps.is.nonveridical..Disjunction,.likewise,.is.nonveridical:.p one. would.have.to.stress.that.distribution.usually.is.the.complex.result.of.syntagmatic.factors.(such.as.the.aforementioned.type.of.interaction).and.paradigmatic.factors,.in.particular.the.competition.of.other.items..Quite.often,. items.embedded.under.double.negation.are.possible,.even.though.the.two.negations.cancel.out.(cf..Hoeksema.1986 ),.and.English.any.is.no.exception.in.this. regard,.cf..e.g.. . (i)..I.can't.believe.that.you.didn't.bring.any.money.. . Kadmon.and.Landman.(1993 Hoeksema.1999 ,.Pereltsvaig.2004 ,. de. Swart. 2006 ).. Some. kind. of. blocking. account,. perhaps. in. an. OT. vein,. would. have. to. be. assumed. here.. To. mention. just. one. case,. German. auch nur.'even'.is.a.polarity.item.occurring.in.all.the.usual.environments,.except. for.one:.direct.negation.(König.1981 I. assume. that. a. blocking. principle. such. as. the. Elsewhere. Condition. (Kiparsky.1973 ).will.have.to.be.invoked.here..The.item.with.the.more.limited.distribution.and. the. more.specialized. use. will. oust. the. item. with. the. wider,.less.specialized.distribution.from.its.sphere.of.influence.. I.also.assume,.furthermore,.that.polarity.items.are.the.product.of.a.process.of.grammaticalization.(Hoeksema.1994 Hoeksema.1998b ,.Lichte. and.Sailer.2004 ,.Lichte.and.Soehn,.2007 .for.some.discussion).. Semantic. bleaching. and. pragmatic. strengthening. are. likewise. easy. to. identify.. For. bleaching,. consider. e.g.. the. use. of. swear. words. as. polarity. items,. as Hoeksema. 1998a ,.and.for.more.general.discussion.of.the.unidirectionality.requirement,. e.g..Traugott.1990 ,.Traugott.and.Heine.1991 ,.Janda.2000 ,.Fischer.et.al.,.2004 ..Taboo.expletives.seem.especially.likely.to.undergo.lexical.replacement. (Hoeksema.and.Napoli.2008 Kadmon. and. Landman. (1993 Linebarger.(1981 Linebarger.( ,. 1987 ).and. Szabolcsi.and.Zwarts.(1993),.among.others..When.certain.operators,. such. as. universal. quantifiers,. scopally. intervene. between. a. polarity. item. and. its. trigger,. the. result. may. be. degraded. (cf.. example. (5a Ladusaw.(1979) .or. Kadmon.and.Landman. (1993) . have. problems. in. explaining. the. intervention. effects.. Linebarger. (1981 Jennings.(1994) ,. Horn.(2000a,.b ),. Giannakidou. (2001 ),. as. well. as. van. Rooij. (2008 Zwarts.(1981 Zwarts.( ,.1986 Zwarts.( ,.1996 Riverhead.Books,.New.York,.1998,.p..28 Quine.(1960) ,. Partee.(1986) ,. Kadmon.and.Landman.(1993 ),. and. Horn. (2005 Dutch. and. German. all. have. a. polarity-sensitive. modal. verb. denoting.obligation.(cf..van.der.Wouden.2001,.van.der.Auwera.and.Taeymans,. to. appear The.distribution.of.geen kip.is.strongly.reminiscent.of.that.of.pas un chat. in.French,.as.described.in.von.Bremen.(1986:.242-243 is.very.often.used.in.absolute.constructions. involving.the.prepositions.with.and.without:. (39). a... The.war.just.went.on.and.on.with.no.end.in.sight.. . . b...Without.an.end.in.sight .or.the.string."in.sight.of".(which.behaves.differently.from. in sight.as.in.(39) ) ,.as.well.as.a.few.hard-to-classify.cases.in.headlines.. 10 . The. fact. that. adnominal. in sight. occurs. with. universally. quantified (Horn. 1991 ,.van.der.Wouden.1996 ,.Israel.1998 The. construction. consists. of. a. temporal. indefinite, . usually. of. midsize. (so. moments, seconds, minutes.are.not.commonly.used, .nor.are.decades, centuries, eons), .a.verb.expressing.the.passing.of.time.(go by, .or.a.negated.relative.clause..When.this.whole.construction.is. negated, . the. construction. assumes. universal. force:. if. not. a. week. went. by. without.new.developments, .then.every.week.brought.new.developments..In. Table.7.below, .Dutch.data.are.compared.to.English.data.(German.data.were. too.scant.to.consider) ..We.see.the.same.sets.of.triggers,.but.with.interesting. differences.in.prominence..English.tends.to.prefer.the.weaker.negative.adverbs. barely/hardly/scarcely,.whereas. Dutch.strongly.prefers.regular.negation..It.would.seem.plausible.that.this.reflects.a.stylistic.difference.between. the.two.languages.(or.rather,.their.users The. lexical. semantics. of. these. adverbs. is. that. of. very,. indicating. a. high. degree,.but.their.global.requirement,.which.makes.them.negative.polarity. items,. is. that. they. express. an. understatement,. i why.rather.and.similar.expressions.have.turned.into.positive.polarity.items,. because.they.are.equivalent,.under.negation,.to.a.shorter,.and.hence.preferable.combination.(cf..also.Grice's.1975 .Maxim.of.Manner,.in.particular.its. submaxim.'Be.brief')..If.correct,.this.would.be.a.general.semantic.explanation.for.the.fact.that.cross-linguistically.midlevel.degree.adverbs.shy.away. from.negation.(excepting,.as.always,.double.negation,.cf..Baker.1970 ,.Horn. 1989 ,. Szabolci. 2004 ,. and. metalinguistic. or. 'radical'. negation,. cf.. Seuren. 1985 ,.Horn.1989 '.and.over rozen gaan.'going.over.roses.'.The.former. expression.is.a.positive.polarity.item is.a.tough.bastard.to.deal.with,.is.the.idea.underlying.this.expression.. German.has.almost.the.same.expression,.but.based.on.German.gut 'good'. rather.than.Dutch.kwaad.'bad',.and.not.surprisingly,.it.is.a.negative.polarity. item.(cf..Van.der.Wouden.1997 It.has.been.noted.many.times.that.the.verbs.have and.be.share.many.properties.(Benveniste.1966 ,.Kayne.1993 ,.among.others).. As.Benveniste.noted,. sentences.such.as.English.John has a car.are.rendered.in.many.languages. as.To John is a car,.involving.a.dative.or.dative-like.preposition.to.mark.the. possessor,.with.the.subject.corresponding.to.the.object.possessed..Copulaconstructions. using. with. can. be. viewed. denoting 
